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(54) [Title of the工nvention) F工SHEYELENS CAMERA APPARATUS， 

AND lMAGE DISTORTION CORRECTION METHOD AND工MAGEEXTRACT工ON

METHOD THEREFOR 

(57) [Abstract) 

[Objectl The present invention relaヒes to a fisheye lens 

camera apparatus， and an image distortion correction method 

and an image extraction method therefor， in which an image 

deformaヒionprocess of correcting distortion of a fisheye lens 

image is performed at high speed in a case where a fisheye lens 

camera is installed at any installation angle， and a moving 

figure such as a person' s figure is detected and is extracted 

accurately 50 as to be displayed on a monitor television or 

the like with high accuracy. 

ISolving阿eansl A confi9l.lration is provided in which an image 

captured by a fi5heye lens 1・1and a CCD imaging device 1-2 

i5 stored in a picture memory 1・3，and an image correction 

proces5ing unit 1-4 operates coordinate tran5form for 

correcting an installation angle of a fisheye lens camera and 

coordinate transform for correcヒingdistortion of a fisheye 

lens image in combination with each other， and a fisheye lens 

image of equal area projection is transformed through mapping 

at high speed. In addition， a configuration is provided in 

which weighting corresponding to a region in the fisheye lens 

image i5 performed， a feature amount of a person's figure or 

the like i5 extracted， and a display area is exヒracted.

3 

[Claims) 

[Claim 1) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus comprising: 

an image co工工ection processing unit that corrects 

distortion of an image captured by a fisheye 1ens camera， 

wherein the image correction processing unit operates 

coordinaヒeヒransformfor co工工ectingan installation angle of 

ヒhefisheye lens camera and coordinate transform for correcting 

distortion of a fi5heye lens image in combination with each 

other. 

[Claim 2) 

The fisheye lens camera apparatus according to claim 1， 

wherein the image correction proces5ing unit operates 

coordinate transform for correcting distortion of a fisheye 

len5 image of equal area mapping. 

IClaim 3) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus comprising: 

an image correction processing unit that corrects 

distortion of an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， 

wherein parameters for correcting distortion of a 

fisheye lens image， such as a central position of a displayed 

image， an aspect ratio of the fi5heye lens image， and a radius 

of a fisheye lens image area， are extracted from the captured 

fisheye lens image itself， and distortion of the fisheye lens 

image is corrected using the parameters. 

品
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!Claim 4) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus which extracts a moving 

figure from an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， wherein 

regions are unified using a mutual positional relationship in 

a fisheye lens image so as to extract a region in which the 

figure varies. 

[Claim 5) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus which extracts a moving 

figure from an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， wherein 

a fisheye lens image isヒransformedinto a transversely long 

picture having a panorama form， a signal of an inter-frame 

difference of the picture or a signal in which an inter-frame 

difference and an in-fram巴 differenceare combined is extracted， 

a region is extracted using the signal， and regions of a 

plurality of moving figures are extracted together. 

!Claim 6) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus which extracts a moving 

figure from an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， wherein 

an operation of extracting a feature amount of a signal of an 

inヒer-frame difference， a signal in which an inter-frame 

difference and an in-frame difference are combined， or the like 

is performed based on a picture of a fisheye lens image， and， 

in a region extraction process for a feature detecヒionregion， 

address transform between polar coordinates and orthogonal 

coordinates is performed and inside of the picture of the 

E 

fisheye lens image is scanned， so as to extract regions of a 

plurality of moving figures from a picture of a circular fisheye 

lens image. 

[Claim 7] 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus which extracts a moving 

figure from an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， wherein， 

in relation to regions of a plurality of persons' figures 

obtained from a picture of a fisheye lens image， a shape of 

each person's figure is normalized， color information in the 

shape of each figure is stored， and a picture for individually 

tracking a plural主tyof moving persons' figures is created 

based on the color information of each figure. 

[Claim 8) 

A fisheye lens camera apparatus which extracts a moving 

figure from an image captured by a fisheye lens camera， wherein 

a region is extracted based on a feature amount multiplied by 

weighting factors which are different depending on an extent 

of distortion of a cenヒralparヒanda peripheral part of the 

fisheye lens image 

[Claim 9) 

The fisheye lens camera apparatus according to claim 8， 

wherein a non-extracヒedregion is masked by further giving a 

different value thereto as the weighting factor so as to 

correspondヒothe region in a picture of the fisheye lens image， 

and the region is extracted. 

畠
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[Claim 10) 

An image distortion correction method for a fisheye lens 

camera， of correcting distortion of an image captured by the 

fisheye lens camera， comprising: 

a step of operating coordinate transform for correcting 

an installation angle of the fisheye lens camera and coordinate 

transform for correcting distortion of a fisheye lens image 

in combination with each other. 

[Claim ll) 

The image distortion correction method for the fisheye 

lens camera， of correcting distortion of the image captured 

by the fisheye lens camera according to claim 10， wherein the 

step of operating coordinate transform includes a step of 

operating coordinate transform for correcting distortion of 

a fisheye lens image of equal area mapping. 

[Claim 12) 

An image distortion correction method for a fisheye lens 

camera， of correcting distortion of an image capヒuredby the 

fisheye lens camera. comprising: 

a step of extracting parameters for correcting 

distortion of a fisheye lens image， such as a central position 

of a displayed image. an aspect ratio of the fisheye lens image， 

and a radius of a fisheye lens image area. from a captured 

fisheye lens image itself， and correcting distortion of the 

fisheye lens image using the parameters. 

.， 

[Claim 131 

An image extraction method for a fisheye lens camera， 

of extracting a moving figure from an image captured by the 

fisheye lens camera， comprising: 

a step of unifying regions using a mutual positional 

relationship in a fisheye lens image so as to extract a region 

in which the figure varies. 

[Claim 141 

An image extraction method for a fisheye lens camera， 

of extracting a moving figure from an image captured by the 

fisheye lens camera， cαnprising: 

a step of transforming a fisheye lens image into a 

transversely long picture having a panorama form， extracting 

a signal of an inter-frame difference of the picture or a signal 

in which an inter-frame difference and an in-frame difference 

are combined， extracting a region using the signal， and 

extracting regions of a plurality of moving figures together. 

[Claim 151 

An image extraction method for a fisheye lens camera， 

of extracting a moving figure from an image captured by the 

fisheye lens camera， comprising: 

a step of performing an operation of extracting a feature 

amount of a signal of an inter-frame difference， a signal in 

which an inter-frame difference and an in-frame difference are 

combined， or the 1 ike based on a picture of a fisheye lens image， 

自
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